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The Cosmic Ray Spectrum
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Voyager 1 result
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The Cosmic Ray Spectrum
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•Composition (S. de Jong) 
•Note electrons make up about 1% of cosmic rays 
•Near power law spectrum but a few features: 

•Knee (3x1015eV): change in composition (protons → heavier elements) 
•Ankle (3x1015eV): change to extra-galactic cosmic rays? 
•Cut-off (5x1019eV): GZK cut-off? Maximum energy in extra-galactic sources?



From Novae to Supernovae
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Frits Zwicky (1898-1974)Walther Baade (1893 - 1960)

ASTRONOMY: BAADE AND ZWICKY

advanced in this article must be postponed because of lack of space. We
wish to say only

(1) So far we cannot offer any satisfactory explanation of the east-
west effect.

(2) It remains to be explained why the dust and gas clouds which lie
along the principal plane of our own galaxy do not appreciably absorb the
cosmic rays.5 This point, however, needs further observational testing.

In addition, the new problem of developing a more detailed picture of the
happenings in a super-nova now confronts us. With all reserve we ad-
vance the view that a super-nova represents the transition of an ordinary
star into a neutron star, consisting mainly of neutrons. Such a star may
possess a very small radius and an extremely high density. As neutrons
can be packed much more closely than ordinary nuclei and electrons, the
"gravitational packing" energy in a cold neutron star may become very
large, and, under certain circumstances, may far exceed the ordinary
nuclear packing fractions. A neutron star would therefore represent the
most stable configuration of matter as such. The consequences of this
hypothesis will be developed in another place, where also will be mentioned
some observations that tend to support the idea of stellar bodies made up
mainly of neutrons.

D. Conclusions.-From the data available on super-novae we conclude
(1) Mass may be annihilated in bulk. By this we mean that an assembly

of atoms whose total mass is M may lose in the form of electromagnetic
radiation and kinetic energy an amount of energy ET which probably
cannot be accounted for by the liberation of known nuclear packing frac-
tions. Several interpretations of this result are possible and will be pub-
lished in another place.

(2) The hypothesis that super-novae emit cosmic rays leads to a very
satisfactory agreement with some of the major observations on cosmic
rays.
Our two conclusions are essentially independent of each other and should

perhaps be judged separately, each on its respective merits.
F. Zwicky, Phys. Rev., 43, 147 (1933).

2 E. Regener, Zeit. f. Phys., 80, 666 (1933).
3 R. A. Millikan, I. S. Bowen and H. V. Neher, Phys. Rev., 44, 246 (1933).
4E. Regener, Nature, 132, 696 (1933).
6 F. Zwicky, Helvetica Physica Acta, 6, 110 (1933).
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Supernovae
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SN 1987A: February 23, 1987

•Two basic classes of supernovae: 
•Core collapse supernovae (types II, Ib, Ic, ..): 

- Collapse of core of massive star (M>8 Msun) 
- Formation of neutron star 
- Energy from gravitational collapse (1053 erg) 
- Most energy in neutrinos 
- ≈1051 erg explosion energy 

•Thermonuclear supernovae (Type Ia) 
   - Disruption of C/O white dwarf 
   - Energy from nuclear fusion (e.g. C/O → 56Ni) 
   - Explosion energy=total energy ≈ 1051 erg



Supernova remnants
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Truelove & McKee 99
Kes 75 (Chandra)

•Supernova explosion ejects material with V≈2000-20000 km/s 
•Ejecta create a shock wave in interstellar medium 
•Shock wave heats gas to 106-108 K, creating a hot expanding shell 
•Hot shell sends also shock wave into cold supernova ejecta (reverse shock) 
•Hot shell emit X-ray emission 
•X-ray spectra shows material from supernova 
•Mass of shell grows from few Msun to 500 Msun 

•Shell=supernova remnant exists for 20,000-100,000 yr



Why are supernova remnants prime candidates 
for origin of Galactic cosmic rays?
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•Energy requirements for a steady CR population in Milky Ways: 
•Energy density in cosmic rays in Milky Way: ucr ≈ 1 eV/cm3 
•Around 1 GeV: CRs remain for ≈107 yr in Galaxy 
•Volume Galaxy: Vgal=π Rdisk2(2z) ≈ 3x1011 pc3 ≈1067 cm3 
•Power needed: L=ucrVgal/tcr=5x1040 erg/s 

•Power provide by supernovae 
•2-3 supernovae per galaxy per century 
•Energy per SN: 1051 erg 
•SN power: LSN=1051/tSN= 6x1041 erg/s 

SNe provide enough power for cosmic rays if efficiency is 5-20%!



The origin of Galactic cosmic rays
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In order for SNRs to be the source of Galactic cosmic rays, two criteria 
need to be satisfied: 

1. SNRs should put 5-20% (≃1050 erg) of kinetic energy in cosmic rays 
	 ➜ when do they do this, early, young, or Sedov stage? 
	 ➜ should collective effects be considered (super bubbles?) 

2.SNRs should be able to accelerate particles to >3x1015eV 
	 ➜ where are the Galactic Pevatrons?



Early evidence for particle acceleration by SNRs
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Cas A (VLA)

•Development of radio astronomy (1950-1960): SNRs are radio synchrotron 
sources 

•Since 1960ies: SNe sources of energy, but acceleration inSNR stage 
•Important source: Cas A  
•Important: radio synchrotron radiation→ electrons of at least ≃1-10 GeV 

•What about protons, and what about the cosmic ray knee?



Diffusive shock acceleration (Fermi acceleration)
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Plasma: Vs 1/X Vs

Unshocked, or  
upstream

Shocked, or  
downstream

particle  
random walk

• Particles scatter elastically (B-field turbulence) 
• Each shock crossing the particle increases its 
momentum with a fixed fraction (Δp = βp) 

• Net movement downstream (particles swept away 
from shock): 
•After each cycle, less particles make it to next cycle 

• Resulting spectrum: 

      dN/dE = C E-(1+3/(X-1)) 

        
with X shock compression ratio, X=4 → dN/dE = C E-2 
 

Axford et al. , Blanford & Ostriker, Krymsky, and Bell (all 1977-78) 
Review: Malkov & Drury 2001



First order Fermi acceleration
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•Particles elastically scatter on either side of the shock 
•scattering centers: turbulent magnetic fields 

•Particles going from upstream to downstream appear to 
have some excess momentum, but also the other way 
around: Δv v1-v2=(1-1/X)v1=3/4Vs 

•Lorentz transformation (with Δv=3/4Vs): 

•Non-relativistic shock/rel. particle: 

•After n full shock crossings (exponential growth): 

E = E0(1 + 2↵)n

2.3. DIFFUSIVE SHOCK ACCELERATION 9

Fig. 2.2 Illustration of the narrowness of collisionless shocks. The left figure shows a shock transition measured

by one of the ESA Cluster satellites. The figure on the right shows shock thickness distribution, in terms of c/!pi,

with !pi the ion plasma frequency. (Bale et al., 2003).
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Expected particle spectrum
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•There are two competing processes: 
1.recrossing shock: gaining energy 
2.particles are swept downstream → away from shock front 

•Assume isotropic cosmic ray distribution 
•Number rate of particles crossing shock: ¼ncrc 

•Number rate of particles escaping downstream: 1/XncrVs=1/4ncrVs 

•Pescape=(1/4ncrVs/)/(1/4ncrc), so survival Psurv=1-Pesc=1-Vs/c 
•So after n cycles (exponential growth energy, exp. decay in survival) 

•Some manipulation (ln (1+x)≈1/x): 

•Taking into account shock compression X:  dN/dE = C E-(1+3/(X-1)) 

•Hence: power law slope spectrum q=(1+3/(X-1))=2 for X=4!!

E = E0(1 + 2↵)n, N = N0(1� Vs/c)n

n = ln(E/E0)/ ln(1 + 2↵) = ln(N/N0)/ ln(1� Vs/c)

N = N0

⇣ E

E0

⌘�1
, dN(E)/dE / E�2



Acceleration time
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•Upstream the particles diffuse ahead of the shock 
•They form a shock-precursor 

•How long before being swept up by shock? 
•Diffusion length scale: 

•Time scale: 
•Hence 

•Diffusion coefficient: 

•η =fudge parameter: B-field turbulence 
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•Downstream: 

•During one cycle gain is 

•Combining: 

•Last decade in energy takes longest time (large diffusion coefficient)
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Enhanced pressure/higher density 
caused by accelerated particles

Mix of thermal and non-thermal pressure

Signatures of efficient acceleration

15

•What could be the signatures of efficient acceleration? 
•Shock structure changes: cosmic ray precursor, gas pre-heating/slowing down  

•Efficient acceleration results in non-linear shock structures: 
•Precursor region + heating 
•Lower post-shock plasma temperatures 
•Higher shock compression ratios



Results of simple Rankine-Hugoniot extensions
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EscapeCompression

Temperature effects

Higher acc. efficiencies

w=Pcr/Ptot

Vink+ ’10,Vink&Yamazaki ‘14



Shocks in solar system:  
Fermi acceleration caught in the act! 
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CME induced shock (ACE, Giaccalone ’12) Solar system termination shock 
(Voyager 2, Florinski+ 09)
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Can SNRs accelerate up to the knee?

18

19
83
A&
A.
..
12
5.
.2
49
L

1983: 
Thus supernova shock acceleration cannot account for 
the observed spectrum of galactic cosmic rays in the 
whole energy range 1-106 GeV/n.



The X-ray revolution
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•Modern X-ray telescopes in Space: 
•High resolution imaging (especially Chandra: 0.5”) 
•CCD detecors that detect the energy of the photons → imaging spectroscopy 
•Also grating spectrometers for E/ΔE ≈ 1000 

Chandra (NASA, 1999) XMM-Newton (ESA, 1999) Suzaku (JAXA, 2005)



X-ray spectra of supernova remnants
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●oxygen
●neon
●silicon

•Core collapse SNRs are rich in O, Ne, Mg 
•Core collapse SNR appear irregular 

•Type Ia SNRs are iron-rich 
•Type Ia SNRs appear more regular/structured

e.g. Hughes ’95, Flanagan+ ‘04, Park+ ’02;04, Kosenko,Helder,JV ‘10

0519-69.0

G292.0+1.8



Discovery of X-ray synchrotron emission
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SN1006

•In 1995 ASCA X-ray satellite: X-ray synchrotron emission from SN 1006  
(Koyama et al. 1995) 

•What determines the maximum synchrotron photon energy? 
•time available for accelerating electrons           → age limited spectrum 
•acceleration gains = synchrotron (+IC) losses    → loss limited spectrum 
•electrons escape above certain energy 	           → escape limited spectrum



Loss-limited X-ray synchrotron spectra
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•Synchrotron loss-time 

•Diffusive acceleration time (depends on diffusion coeff. D, compression X) 

•Equating gives expected cut-off for loss-limited case (e.g. Aharonian&Atoyan ’99) 

•NB loss limited case:  
•frequency cut-off independent of B!! 
•Strongly dependent on Vs



All young (100-1000 yr) SNRs show X-ray 
synchrotron radiation
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Cas A SN1604/Kepler SN1572/Tycho

SN185/RCW86SN1006 RX J1713



Implications of X-ray synchrotron emission
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•Acceleration must proceed close to Bohm-diffusion limit! 

•The higher the B-field →faster acceleration, but for electrons: Emax lower! 
•For B=10-100 μG: presence of 1013-1014 eV electrons 
•Loss times are: 

X-ray synchrotron emission tells us that 
- electrons can be accelerated fast 
- that acceleration is still ongoing (loss times 10-100 yr) 
- that particles can be accelerated at least up to 1014 eV 

�syn =
E

dE/dt
= 12.5

⇣ E

100 TeV

⌘�1⇣ Be�

100µG

⌘�2
yr.

⌘ . 10



Beautiful Tycho’s supernova remnant (SN1572)
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Tycho’s SNR/SN1572

Chandra



Narrowness of X-ray synchrotron filaments
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SN1572

Chandra

•In many cases X-ray synchrotron filaments appear 
very narrow (1-4”) 

•Including deprojections implies l≈1017cm

Cas A

e.g. Vink&Laming ‘03, Völk et al. 03, Bamba+ ’04, Ballet ’06,Warren+ ’05, Parizot+ ’06)



Narrowness X-ray synchrotron filaments:  
high B-fields

27

●Width≈diffusion length ≈ advection length: 

●Narrow rims → high B-field 

●Cas A/Tycho/Kepler: 100-500 μG  
(e.g. Vink&Laming ‘03, Völk et al. 03, Bamba+ ’04, Warren+ ’05, Parizot+ ’06) 
●High B ⇒fast acceleration ⇒ protons beyond 1015eV?

•High B-field likely induced by cosmic rays (e.g. Bell ‘04) 
•High B-fields are a signature of efficient acceleration 
•Optimistic scenario of Lagage & Cesarky seems to be realistic!

Vink&Laming ‘03

B2 ⇡ 26
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1.0⇥ 1018cm
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Magnetic field amplification
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•Clear correlation between ρ, V and B 
•In rough agreement with predictions (e.g. Bell 2004) 
•Relation may even extend to supernovae (B2∝ρVs3 ?) 

(Völk et al. ’05, Vink ’08) 
•SNRs: little dynamic range in Vs



CR Knee can be reached when SNRs very young?
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electrons,  protons, loss-limited synchr. photon energies,  
loss-limited, B2αnV3,  

B(300yr)=400μG

electrons, protons, age-limited synchr. photon energies,  
loss-limited, B2αnV3,  

B(300yr)=10μG

max. particle energies max. photon energies



The coming of age of Gamma-ray observatories: 
Cherenkov Telescope (TeV) and the Fermi and Agile 
satellites (GeV)

30

H.E.S.S. (Namibia)

Fermi

•Gamma-ray photons give more direct proof of high energy particles: 
•Ephotons ≈ 10% Eparticles 

•Gamma-rays can provide direct proof for accelerated ions (hadronic cosmic rays)



Imaging Cherenkov Telescope Arrays

31



Future VHE gamma-ray detector: 
Cherenkov Telescope Array (CTA)

32

•Southern and Northern array foreseen 
•Southern array: Namibia or Chili 
•Detection principle: image Cherenkov shower induced by gamma-photon 
•Mix of three types of telescopes: about 70 small-, 20 medium-, 4 large-sized



Gamma-ray radiation processes
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Bremsstrahlung

pp

p

p

n

π+

π-
π0

Neutral pion production/decay



Some young SNRs in TeV gamma-rays
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Cas A (HEGRA,MAGIC, Veritas) Tycho (Veritas) RCW 86 (HESS)

RX J1713 (HESS) RCW 86 (HESS)Vela Jr (HESS)SN 1006 (HESS)



Gamma-rays detected: but are these leptons or hadrons?
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Pion-decay dominated
B=120µG 

IC dominated
B=6 µG 

Vela Jr (HESS)

•Debates on the nature of most TeV SNRs 
•Most heated: RXJ1713 and Vela Jr 
•Heated debates on gamma-ray emission 

•pion decay:requires high densities/high B-fields 

Aharonian+ ‘07



Adding Fermi: case solved?
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•Fermi detected RX J1713 in GeV range 
•Caveat: Galactic plane contamination 
•Spectral shape suggests inverse Compton 

origin of GeV/TeV emission 

•Has controversy ended? 
•IC models do not fit very well TeV-end of 

spectrum 
•Hadronic model does not follow initial 

predictions 
•Hadronic model may still be valid with more 

complicated scenarios: e.g. dense clumps in 
empty cavity  
(Inoue+ 2013, Gabici&Aharonian ’14) 

Abdo+ ‘11 



Clear evidence for hadronic emission from mature 
SNRs
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•EGRET: tentative evidence for SNR/mol. cloud 
associations (Esposito+ ’96) 

•Fermi + AGILE: many GeV detections!! 
•Most prominent sources: SNRs interacting with 

molecular clouds 
•Examples: W44, W28, IC443 

•Spectral shapes (W44/IC443): 
•Pion decay (Guiliani+ 11, Ackerman) 
•Cut-off energies 1010-1011 GeV 
•Suggests highest energy CRs escaped 

W44, Abdo+ 2010 (Fermi)

W44, Guiliani+ ’11 (AGILE)



Fermi detection of pion bumps
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Ackermann+ 2013

Conclusion:  
Mature SNRs contain accelerated protons 
But are past their prime concerning acceleration to high energies! 
Where have the high energy protons gone?



Molecular clouds interacting with cosmic rays 
near SNR: W28, a case of early CR escape
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•Mature SNRs in general not TeV sources 
•Perhaps surprising if TeV is hadronic and no 

cosmic-ray escape! 

•The TeV detections of mature SNRs are SNRs/
molecular cloud associations! 

•Interesting example: W28, offset between SNR 
and TeV source(s) 

•General conclusion: highest energy (hadronic) 
cosmic rays seem to have escaped lighting up 
molecular clouds nearby 

W28 region
colors: CO
contours: TeV



Are collective effects important: from supernova 
shell to super shell

40

Access Layer available on 2002 December 13. The event
files were screened to eliminate bad events (e.g., events due to
charged particles) so that only events with CCD patterns 0–12
(similar to ASCA grades 0–4) were selected for the EPIC MOS
observations, and events with CCD pattern 0 (single-pixel
events) were selected for the EPIC pn observation. We also
screened the event files to remove periods of high background.
To assess the background rate, we binned the counts over 50 s
time intervals for each instrument in the 10–12 keV energy
range, which is dominated by the background. Only for a
short period of time did the high background, with count
rates !0.3 counts s"1 for the EPIC MOS or !0.6 counts s"1

for the EPIC pn, affect the observations; events from this
high-background period were discarded. The resulting net
exposure times are 30.6 and 23.2 ks for the EPIC MOS and
EPIC pn observations, respectively.

2.1. Spatial Analysis

We extracted images from the EPIC pn and EPIC MOS
observations in the 0.25–2.5 keV energy band, which includes
most of the diffuse X-ray emission from DEM L192. These

images were then combined to obtain a higher signal-to-noise
ratio image and to reduce the null exposure in the gaps between
CCDs (the satellite was not dithered during the observations).
The resulting raw EPIC image is presented in Figure 1a. This
image was further adaptively smoothed using Gaussian pro-
files with the FWHM ranging from 200 to 1500 and divided by
a normalized exposure map to remove the vignetting of the
telescope and sensitivity variations of the instruments. A gray-
scale presentation of this adaptively smoothed EPIC image is
shown in Figure 1b. For comparison, an H! image of the
same region is displayed in Figure 1c, and the X-ray contours
extracted from the smoothed EPIC image are overplotted on
the H! image in Figure 1d.
Diffuse X-ray emission from the interior of DEM L192 is

clearly detected. The brightest X-ray emission region is co-
incident with the OB association LH 54, peaking particularly
at the bright Wolf-Rayet star HD 36402. The X-ray peaks
coincident with bright stars may be dominated by stellar
emission; therefore, emission from these peaks is excluded
from our analysis of diffuse X-rays. The diffuse X-ray emis-
sion shows a rough limb-brightened morphology in the main

Fig. 1.—(a) XMM-Newton EPIC image of DEM L192. The spectrum of the diffuse X-ray emission is extracted from the source aperture (elliptical and square
regions). The point sources (small circles) and stellar emission from the OB association LH 54 (larger circle) are excluded from the source aperture. (b) Adaptively
smoothed and vignetting-corrected X-ray image. The contour levels are at 9, 15, 22.5, and 30 " above the background. (c) H! image of DEM L192. (d) H! image
overplotted with X-ray contours.

COOPER ET AL.752 Vol. 605

•Super shells: collected by many stars and supernovae 
•Up to now: little evidence for acceleration in super shells  
•Last decade some progress: 

•Lack of energy inside DEML192 (Cooper+ 04) 
-2/3 of energy in cosmic rays? 

•TeV Υ-rays from Westerlund 1 and 2 OB associations (H.E.S.S. + 11/12) 
-Uncertainty about the source, OB cluster or individual sources? 
-Line of sight effects? 

•X-ray synchrotron emission from 30DorC (Bamba+ 04)

DEM L192 (Cooper+ 04)

A&A 537, A114 (2012)

Fig. 1. H.E.S.S. excess map of the region around Wd 1 corrected for the
camera acceptance, in units of equivalent on-axis VHE γ-ray events per
arcmin2 and obtained with the template background method. The image
is smoothed with a 2D Gaussian kernel with a variance of 0.12◦ to re-
duce the effect of statistical fluctuations. Significance contours between
4σ and 8σ are overlaid in black, obtained by integrating events within a
radius of 0.22 degrees at each given position. The green star marks the
position of Wd 1, the white cross the best fit position of the VHE γ-ray
emission and the black dashed line the Galactic plane. The inlay in the
lower left corner represents the size of a point-like source as it would
have been seen by H.E.S.S. for this analysis and the same smoothing,
normalised to the maximum of HESS J1646–458. The dotted white cir-
cle has a radius of 1.1◦ and denotes the region which was used for the
spectral reconstruction of the VHE γ-ray emission. Note that the bright
region in the lower right corner is the source HESS J1640–465 detected
during the GPS (Aharonian et al. 2006c).

3. VHE results

3.1. Position

Figure 1 shows a background-subtracted, camera acceptance-
corrected image of the VHE γ-ray counts per arcmin2 of the
3◦× 3◦ FoV centred on the best fit position of the γ-ray ex-
cess as obtained with the template background method. The ac-
ceptance correction has been performed using γ-ray like back-
ground events that pass the γ-ray selection cuts. The map is
smoothed with a Gaussian kernel with a variance of 0.12◦ to re-
duce the effect of statistical fluctuations and to highlight signif-
icant morphological features. Significance contours from 4σ to
8σ are overlaid after integrating events within a radius of 0.22◦
at each trial source position. This integration radius is matched
to the rms of the Gaussian to resample significant features in
the sky image and is chosen a priori to match the integration ra-
dius typically used in the GPS analysis for the search of slightly
extended sources (Aharonian et al. 2006c). Given the extended
and complex morphology of the VHE γ-ray emission the po-
sition obtained from a two-dimensional Gaussian fit convolved
with the H.E.S.S. PSF to the raw excess count map obtained for
ζhard-cuts is used to derive an estimate on the centre of grav-
ity of the emission. The two-dimensional Gaussian fit gives a
best fit position of RA 16h46m50s±27s and Dec −45◦49′12′′±7′
(J2000). Within statistical errors the centre of gravity of the VHE
γ-ray emission is consistent with the nominal Wd 1 cluster posi-
tion of RA 16h47m00.40s and Dec −45◦51′04.9′′ (J2000). Based
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Fig. 2. H.E.S.S. radial profile relative to the best-fit position of the
VHE γ-ray emission. The dotted vertical line denotes the 95% contain-
ment radius used to obtain the spectrum shown in Figure 4. Note that the
region covering the bright source HESS J1640–465 (see Figure 1) has
been excluded for the radial profile shown in black by omitting a circle
segment with 220◦ ≤ φ ≤ 260◦ for radii of 1.0◦ ≤ r ≤ 1.4◦. The red
graph displays the radial profile without excluding HESS J1640–465.

on the radial profile shown in Fig. 2 the 95% containment ra-
dius of the VHE γ-ray emission relative to the best fit position
is determined to be 1.1◦. This radius is used to extract the en-
ergy spectrum presented in Sect. 3.3. Note that although the sky
image gives the impression that the region used for spectral re-
construction is contaminated by γ rays from HESS J1640–465,
this is mostly an artifact of the smoothing procedure. The real
contribution is less than 10% in a ring between 1.0 and 1.1 de-
gree from the best fit position and only 0.8% in the whole spec-
tral extraction region. Within the integration region of 1.1◦ a to-
tal of 2771 ± 139 γ-ray excess events at a significance level of
20.9σ pre-trials (20.1σ post-trials) are found.

3.2. Morphology

In order to investigate the multi-source hypothesis two emis-
sion regions A and B (shown in Fig. 3 (left)) are considered.
The radii of 0.35◦ and 0.25◦ of region A and B, respectively,
are chosen according to the widths of the two substructures. A
one-dimensional slice in the uncorrelated excess image along the
major axis between the two regions has been produced. The fit
of two separate sources with Gaussian shape results in a χ2 of
2.0 for 4 degrees of freedom with a probability of 74%. The
probability that the emission is explained by a single Gaussian
profile or a constant value is found to be rather low at 0.2% and
0.1%, respectively. An F-test also supports the multi-source hy-
pothesis, given that the probabilities that the constant or sin-
gle Gaussian emission models are preferred over the double
Gaussian fit are <0.02 and <0.01, respectively.

Figure 3 (left) also suggests a contribution from diffuse
VHE γ-ray emission along the Galactic plane which extends
1◦ to 2◦ from region A north-eastwards. This impression is
supported by the one-dimensional slice shown in Fig. 3 (bot-
tom right), where the significance of the emission in all bins
with distance 0.5◦ ≤ d ≤ 1.8◦ from the centre of region A
is between 2σ and 4σ. This diffuse emission could be due to
unresolved VHE γ-ray sources or a Galactic diffuse emission
component, caused by the interaction of GCRs with molecular

A114, page 4 of 11

Westerlund 1 (H.E.S.S. ’12)



X-ray synchrotron emission from 30Dor C
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P. J. Kavanagh et al.: XMM-Newton study of 30 Dor C
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Fig. 1. Le f t: Combined XMM-Newton EPIC image of 30 Dor C in false colour with red, green, and blue corresponding to 0.3–1 keV,
1–2 keV, and 2–7 keV. Also shown is the region to the north of 30 Dor C which highlights the highly variable background in the
region. The image has been exposure corrected in each energy band and have the QPB subtracted, and binned into 2x2 pixel bins
before being adaptively smoothed using the XMM-ESAS task adapt-2000. The position of Source 6, which is discussed as a
possible compact object in Section 4.2.1, is also marked. Right: Same as Le f t but with the spectral analysis regions indicated. See
Section 3.3.1 for a description of the regions.

2003) has observed 30 Dor C twice during observations of
the nearby SN 1987A. These are ObsID 1044 (⇠ 18 ks, PI:
G. Garmire) and ObsID 1967 (⇠ 99 ks, PI: R. McCray). For a
detailed analysis of these observations with respect to 30 Dor C
the reader is directed to BU04. We reduced and analysed the
Chandra observations using the CIAO v4.6.1 software package
(Fruscione et al. 2006) with CALDB v4.5.96. Each data set was
reduced using the contributed script chandra repro. Combined
energy filtered and exposure corrected images were produced us-
ing the merge obs script.

3. Analysis

3.1. X-ray morphology

The well-known non-thermal shell is seen in unprecedented de-
tail (Fig. 1), with structure visible in regions of stronger emis-
sion. In the S-SE region there is an obvious circular emission
region, most notable in the 1 � 2 keV energy range. The mor-
phology and classification of this object is discussed in detail in
Section 3.2. In addition, the X-ray background is not uniform,
with a very obvious dichotomy between the east and west re-
gions of 30 Dor C. The eastern side is projected against large
scale hot ISM emission. This emission is much less apparent on
the western side, most likely due to the known molecular clouds
located in the foreground (Johansson et al. 1998, BU04). Due
to the background variation, we must, as much as possible, take
this into account when treating the background in the spectral
analysis of 30 Dor C.

6 Both available at http://cxc.harvard.edu/ciao/

3.2. MCSNR J0536�6913

An additional extended X-ray emitting object is evident as a cir-
cular shell in the 1 � 2 keV band, projected against the southern
30 Dor C shell (see region A1 in Fig. 1 right). Object classes
that can produce di↵use X-ray structures in extragalactic obser-
vations are galaxy clusters, SBs, and SNRs (see Maggi et al.
2014, for a more detailed description of the X-ray properties of
these objects). We ruled out the possibility that this object is hot
gas in the intracluster medium of a background galaxy cluster
since the observed shell morphology of the object is not in keep-
ing with that expected from the hot gas of a galaxy cluster, which
is centrally filled. It is also unlikely that this structure is an SB,
since these require a high mass stellar population to drive their
expansion, which is absent here. An SNR is a far more likely ex-
planation given the shell morphology. Hence, we proceed with
the assumption that the object is an SNR, and assess other tracers
of this object classification.

Typically, objects are classified as SNRs based on satisfy-
ing certain observational criteria. For example, the Magellanic
Cloud Supernova Remnant (MCSNR) Database7 state that at
least two of the following three observational criteria must be
met: significant H↵, [S ii], and/or [O iii] line emission with an
[S ii]/H↵ flux ratio > 0.4 (Mathewson & Clarke 1973; Fesen
et al. 1985); extended non-thermal radio emission; and extended
thermal X-ray emission. A discussion on the significance of each
of these classification criteria is given in Filipovic et al. (1998).
The new candidate SNR satisfies only one of these three crite-
ria, since Mathewson et al. (1985) found that [S ii]/H↵ < 0.4

7
http://www.mcsnr.org/about.aspx
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•X-ray imaging spectroscopy: northwest spectrum non-thermal 
Bamba+ 04, Yamaguchi+ 09, Kavanagh+ ’14 

•Shell is large R=47 pc 
•How X-ray synchrotron possible: need Vs>3000 km/s? 

Much higher than typical SB shells (10 km/s) 
•Solution Yamaguchi+: a SNR not a super bubble 

Dopita 1992; Hughes, Hayashi, & Koyama 1998). The inter-
stellar absorption in our Galaxy and LMC were treated
separately. The Galactic absorption column was estimated
using the H i data by Dickey & Lockman (1990) as NH;H i ¼
6:35" 1020 cm#2. Arabadjis & Bregman (1999) reported that
the value of NH, measured in the X-ray band, is twice that of
NH;H i in the case of jbj > 25$ and NH;H i > 5" 1020 cm#2.
Therefore, we fixed the galactic absorption column to be NH ¼
1:27" 1021 cm#2; we used the cross sections of Morrison &
McCammon (1983) and the solar abundances of Anders &
Grevesse (1989). The absorption column in the LMC was, on
the other hand, treated as a free parameter with the mean
LMC abundance (Russel & Dopita 1992; Hughes et al. 1998).

This thin-thermal plasma model was rejected with a
!2/degrees of freedom (d.o.f.) = 331.8/211, even if we allow
the abundances to be free, leaving a systematic data residual at
the high-energy band. We hence added a power-law compo-
nent on the thin-thermal model. Since the two-component
model still leaves large residuals at about 0.8 and 1.3 keV, we
allowed the abundance of Fe and Mg in the thermal plasma
(‘‘NEI’’ component) to be free. The fitting was then greatly
improved with a !2/d.o.f = 264.6/209. Although this two-
component model is still rejected in a statistical point of view,
further fine-tuning on the model is beyond the scope of this
paper. Figure 2 and Table 3 show the best-fit models and
parameters, respectively.

Unlike shell A, the X-ray spectra of shells B–D are hard
and featureless, suggesting a nonthermal origin. In fact, a thin-
thermal model fitting requires an unrealistically high temper-
ature (>2 keV) and low abundances (z < 0:3). We therefore
fitted the spectra with a power-law model with absorption,
which was calculated in the same way as that for shell A, and
found acceptable fits for all of the spectra. The best-fit models
and parameters are shown in Figure 2 and Table 4, respectively.

It is conceivable that the spectra of shells B–D may include
a small fraction of the thin-thermal component found in shell
A. We therefore added the same thin-thermal spectrum as that
for shell A and fitted themwith this compositemodel (thin-thermal
plus power-law). The free parameters are normalizations of the
two components: the power-law index and NH value. However,
no significant fraction of the thin-thermal component is found
from shells B–D.

For all of the point sources, the X-ray photons are collected
from an ellipse with the radii of the point-spread function

(PSF), as listed in Table 2. We note that all of the sources are
located far from the on-axis position of the X-ray mirror, and
hence the PSFs are larger than the best value of the Chandra
PSF (%0B5 on the aim point). The background regions were
selected from source-free regions in the same way as the dif-
fuse emissions. We first fitted the spectra with a thin-thermal
plasma model in collisional equilibrium (MEKAL; Mewe,
Gronenschild, & van den Oord 1985; Kaastra 1992) with an
absorption calculated in the same way as diffuse emission. The
abundances are fixed to be 0.3 solar, the average value of the
interstellar medium in the LMC. The fittings are acceptable for
two sources (1 and 4) with reasonable temperature (2.1 and 1.0
keV), but for the spectra of the other four sources, the models
are either rejected or require an unreasonably high temperature.
We therefore fitted the spectra of these sources with a power-
law model. The best-fit parameters and the reduced !2 are
listed in Table 2.

4. DISCUSSION

4.1. The Absorption

The absorption columns of the northeastern shells (shells A
and B) are similar to those of most sources in the LMC
(%1021 cm#2), whereas those of the other shells (C and D) are
significantly larger (%1022 cm#2) than the typical LMC ab-
sorption. A similar trend was found for the point sources; those
in the western half, sources 1 and 2, have a larger NH (%1022

cm#2) than those in the eastern half, sources 3–6 (&1021

cm#2). Since DPC01 have already reported this tendency, we
have thus confirmed the results with the better spatial and
spectral capability of Chandra. This systematic increase of
absorption toward the western region of 30 Dor C may be due
to extra absorption of a molecular cloud located in front of the
western half of 30 Dor C. To verify our conjecture, we
searched for the molecular cloud in the COmap (Yamaguchi et al.
2001, Fig. 2a) and found a candidate with intensity of IðCOÞ %
3:6 K km s#1. With a conversion factor of NðH2Þ=IðCOÞ % 9"
1020 cm#2 (K km s#1)#1 (Fukui et al. 1999), the estimated ab-
sorption column due to the molecular cloud is NMC

H % 6:5"
1021 cm#2, which is consistent with our result.

4.2. The Thermal Emission

30 Dor C is an SB made by a strong stellar wind and/or
successive SN explosions of massive stars located in the OB

Fig. 2.—Upper panels: Background-subtracted spectra for shells A–D ( plus signs). Although the spectral fittings were made with both the Chandra and XMM-
Newton data simultaneously, only the Chandra data and results are shown for brevity. The best-fit models are shown with solid (power-law) and dotted (NEI) lines.
Lower panels: Data residuals from the best-fit models.

BAMBA ET AL.260 Vol. 602

Kavanagh+ ‘14

Bamba+ ‘04



H.E.S.S. detection of the superbubble 30Dor C
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5, 10, 15σ contours

•additional emission SW of PWN 
•130 pc at 50 kpc 

•>5 σ above spill-over 
•two-source morphology favoured at 8.8σ 

•position (contours) compatible with 
•shell of superbubble 30 Dor C 
•star clusters of LH 90 

•note: angular resolution does not 
allow conclusion on morphology

H.E.S.S., preliminary preliminary



H.E.S.S. detection of the superbubble 30Dor C
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H.E.S.S., preliminary

•power-law spectrum	 (183 h acceptance corrected exposure) 
•spectral index 2.6 ± 0.2 
•Φ(1 TeV) = (1.6±0.4) x 10-13 cm-2s-1TeV-1 
•L1-10 TeV(50 kpc) = (9 ± 2) 1034 erg/s 
•corrected for N 157B spill-over



Interpretation TeV Υ-ray emission 30DorC
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H.E.S.S., preliminary

•hadronic scenario 
•energy in protons  
•Wpp = (0.7 – 25) x 1052 (nH /cm-3)-1 erg 
•even for 5 supernova explosions high density needed: nH > 20 cm-3 
•thermal X-rays indicate low density: nH ∼0.4 cm-3  

Bamba+ 04, Kavanagh+ ‘14 
•leptonic scenario 

•low magnetic field:	  ∼15 μG 
•4 x 1048 erg in electrons



Are super bubbles the main source of Galactic 
cosmic rays? Remaining issues.
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•Collective effects?   
fcr(superbubble)> Nsnr fcr(SNR)? 
Observational evidence to look for:  
	 - highest energies! ➜ could be searched for 
	 - overall efficiency ➜ difficult to assess  

•30Dor C proof that super bubbles are the main sources of cosmic rays?  
•Perhaps exceptional 
•Many SNRs seen in gamma-rays, just a few/one super bubble(s) 

But: lack of super bubbles may be observational bias (low densities) 

•If super bubbles extend CR to beyond > 3x1015 eV:  
•why is the cosmic ray spectrum a smooth power law up to 3x 1015 eV? 

-Young SNRs accelerate up to 1014eV 
-Not all SNRs are in super bubbles (what fraction is?) 
-Type Ia SNRs also fast accelerators (SN1006, Tycho!) 

	 	 ➜ expect several features associated with difference sources/environments



Summary and conclusions
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•For SNRs to be the sources of Galactic cosmic rays: 
•5-10% of explosion energy in cosmic rays 
•acceleration of protons beyond the knee 

•No full proof (yet) that SNRs satisfy criteria: 
•No Galactic PeVatrons known! 

•But a lot of progress made: 
•X-ray synchrotron emission young SNRs 

	 → Acceleration electrons beyond 10 TeV 
	 → Requires turbulent magnetic field η< 10 
	 → Narrow rims → high B-fields → fast acceleration 

•TeV Gamma-rays 
→ >10 TeV particles present 
→ Debate over nature emission (inverse Compton vs Pion decay) 

•GeV gamma-rays  
→ few clear cases for pion decay → protons accelerated 
→ mature SNRs: cut-off around 10 GeV  
→ Spectrum affected by cosmic ray escape: acceleration early on 

•Not discussed: Cosmic-ray acceleration efficiency 
→ Optical emission: hints for ≈25% acceleration efficiency 


